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SEMINAR AT PATRICK TIEMEIER’S CLUB IN BÜNDE, GERMANY
      It was another well run seminar in Bünde, but this time the weather took a turn for the worse. It was cold and windy and rainy all day on 
Saturday. The organizers had every backup plan in order and despite the weather, everyone enjoyed the seminar and learned a lot. There were 
three large sturdy tents with picnic tables underneath and all the participants were able to stay dry. Bart is always prepared for the weather and 
with a waterproof  hat, a poncho, chaps and a plastic bag over his speaker, his headset boomed and everything went ahead with no changes. 
There were approximately 50 people in attendance, and there were all different types of  dogs: Jagd Terrier, Dobermann, Rottweiler, Boxer, 
Tervuren, Malinois, Shepherd, to name a few. There were K9 Police officers, hunters, dog trainers, and IPO competitors. 
      As the other seminars this summer have shown, many times you see dogs who do have good technique but are too polite. The barking is okay, 
but in the long tackle, the dogs wait for a signal from the helper for a cue to bite. It is too sweet! The protection starts with the back tie. A lot of  
modern dogs are not comfortable being back tied. They have learned not to pull, to be softer. The dogs need to be tougher. There on the back 
tie, the dog is alone with no help.  He should not look to mama. He should not look to papa. The back tie creates a prohibition. It is resistance, 
less oxygen. The back tie should build frustration but will only do so if  the dog has desire and hope for something. The dog must feel free and 
confident on the back tie, unworried and full of  desire and hope! The dog must learn to push to start the game and be concentrated for the 
helicopter. In this way, the dog becomes strong and tough as he thinks that he is in charge.
      As always, Bart sees dogs being given a punishment instead of  an intended reward. Dogs often inadvertently get the punishment of  positive 
reward when they do a good job: the handler takes the ball or the tug away. Some handlers think that they are building drive, and some do this 
because they they see some professionals do this and, therefore, surmise that it must be a good thing to do. Unfortunately, most dogs stop trying to 
get the reward as soon as they learn it will only be jerked away, always impossible to get. Here the dog learns there is no hope to get the toy. For 
the dog who does still try to get the toy, he aims to bite where he thinks the handler will move it, so he grabs the rope or the handler’s hand. This 
unintended punishment bleeds into the training on the bite sleeve where dogs also anticipate that either the sleeve will be taken away at the last 
moment or that the helper will change the picture at the last moment to a barking picture (either way not receiving the bite, no hope). Bart is 
always surprised to see this all around the world.
      This was an extremely nice seminar, and Bart thoroughly enjoyed himself  here. Thor was feeling much better and is almost back to his 
normal self  despite having taken not yet half  of  his medicine. We look forward to seeing Patrick and his gang next year. Bart will be in Europe 
from July of  2013 to September of  2013. For all European seminar demands, contact info@dogsport.be .
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Bart Bellon’s Exclusive Chameleon Collar
Sleek, Adaptive, Invisible, Effective... For sale in limited distribution. 

We tested. No one did see it. 

This collar can be adapted to the laws of  every country. Compatible with all Martin Systems transmitters 
functioning on 869MHz. Optional USB stick available to customize your collar.

For more information, contact www.dogsport.be
NOTE:

The receiver or receivers can 
be affixed with four screws 

to variety of  collars: leather, 
buckle, perfect fit, 

designer...!!!!
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Scheduled Seminars in America with Bart Bellon
At the Facilities of  Elite K9
 in Paducah, KY
2 Day Seminar: December 8-9, 2012
5 Day Workshop: December 10-14, 2012
contact: michael@bartbellon.com 

At the Facilities of  Nashville K9 
in Nashville, TN
2 Day Seminar: February 9-10, 2013
5 Day Workshop: February 11-15,2013
contact: michael@bartbellon.com 

At the Facilities of  Burgos Kennels 
in Fredericksburg, VA
2 Day Seminar: April 6-7, 2013
5 Day Workshop: April 8-12, 2013
contact: michael@bartbellon.com 
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